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Published by Travel Bug Guides, "Top 20 Buenos Aires" is the essential Buenos Aires travel

guide.Inside Travel Bug Guides "Top 20 Buenos Aires":-Buenos Aires's top 20 attractions, listed in

order of importance (so you can cut to the chase, and see what you MUST see before you leave

Buenos Aires). -Essential historical information and background information about each of the top

20 attractions (so you can truly understand the importance of each attraction).-Full-color photos for

each of the attractions (so you can see what you're visiting before you arrive)-Maps showing the

location of each attraction (the maps are easy to use and will ensure that you save time)-Opening

hours and contact information for each attraction (to make sure you visit at the RIGHT time)-The

convenient "order of importance" structure ensures that you'll know exactly which attractions you

need to see first-Insider Tips to ensure you get more value from every single attractionThe Ultimate

Buenos Aires Travel GuideThis Buenos Aires visitors' guide is written for people who want a simple,

uncomplicated guide to getting the best out of Buenos Aires. Whether you're visiting Buenos Aires

for a day or two, or are planning an extended trip, Travel Bug's Top 20 Buenos Aires travel guide is

the perfect starting point. With detailed information about the best attractions, and the top 20

Buenos Aires attractions listed in order of importance, you'll know exactly where to start your

tour.Every attraction listed in this Buenos Aires Travel Guide has essential background information,

color photos, maps, and important contact information. Not only that, but you'll also know the best

time to visit each attraction.The Most Important Tourist Attractions in Buenos AiresThis travel guide

is packed with only the most important "must-see" attractions. Here's a snippet of some of the

attractions waiting for you inside this Buenos Aires tourist guide:-ColÃ³n Theatre, considered to be

amongst the top five concert venues in the world...-Recoleta Cemetery, listed as being amongst the

top 10 most beautiful cemeteries in the world... -Caminito, a popular destination for both locals and

tourists, this colorfoul street...-CafÃ© Tortoni, this charming and historic cafÃ© is a great place to

visit because it's been the......-San Telmo, with lovely colonial buildings and great antique fair, San

Telmo is a tourist hotspot during the weekend and...Travel Bug Guides â€“ eBook Features-Easy

Navigation: Jump from one attraction to another without needing to scroll page after page after

page. -Bookmark Your Progress: When you're ready for a break, simply bookmark your progress so

you can easily continue later!-Add Notes: Don't want to forget something important? Just add a note

to the guide and it'll be saved for you!About Travel Bug Guides: Started by a group of passionate

travelers, Travel Bug Guides have quickly become the essential "no-fluff" guide for people looking

for uncomplicated yet complete tourist information. Travel Bug Guides are now available for a wide

selection of the most important tourist hubs around the world.
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The first time I went to Buenos Aires I sort of just winged it. I wanted to be as much of a local as I

could and didn't do a ton of 'touristy' type things.However, if you are planning a trip to Buenos Aires,

this guide is a great resource to have as it'll save you a lot of time and you'll know what you need to

see while you're in 'BA'.Honestly they have shown you everything that you really need to know.Not

only that but the 20 attractions are listed out in order of importance, and each attraction has a map,

a bit of background info, and also contact details/opening hours.At it's low price, this is a perfect

resource for anyone planning a trip - it's packed with lots of easy and helpful suggestions for

maximizing your experience.I had a blast exploring Buenos Aires on both trips, but this guide helped

me plan my stay from the moment I arrived and made all the difference on my second trip to

BA.Ryan

good addition to other general books



Sweet and simple although a few important Baires highlights were missing. A restaurant guide

would have been interesting as well.

Good short concise guidebook to the top attractions

Short, concise with maps although those are difficult to read because they are so small. I can hardly

wait to see how good the guide is when I visit in a few weeks.

Pleased.

Even though inexpensive it really gave me no more information then the internet so not worth the

purchase. It is was it is, nothing too special.

This is an outstanding short guide that describes not only the top attractions and hours but also

gives their history
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